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chase ink cartridges or ribbons. Like the old Po-

TECH FORUM
Writing on Glass
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
The story of the birth of the iPad, as retold by the authorized biographer Walter Isaacson, includes an amusing,
ironic ending. Steve Jobs was at a birthday celebration
function that checks your pro-

with friends, and a Microsoft developer got under his

nunciation, and a progression

skin by extolling the virtues of Microsoft’s tablet PC soft-

from words to phrases to sen-

ware. The developer even suggested that Apple might

tences to conversation.

use
the LCD
screen to look at

consider leasing the program. Jobs told Isaacson, “This

The four main lan-

dinner was like the tenth time he talked to me about it,

guage skills

and I was so sick of it that I came home and said, ‘[Ex-

taught by the

plicative] this, let’s show him what a tablet can really be.’”

programs include lis-

According to Isaacson, “Jobs went to the office the

tening, speaking, reading,

next day, gathered his team, and said, ‘I want to make a

pictures saved, crop them, add

and writing. To supplement the

a border, correct any red eye,
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and then print. There’s enough

25-minute online coaching ses-

ment of the Apple tablet computer was that the interface
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sions with coaches who adjust

would be based on touch—fingers unimpeded by pen or

charge or to take more than

their lessons to where you have

keyboard. Jobs claimed that other tablets, like those from

75 snapshots with flash.

progressed in your lessons. Mo-
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bile apps for your smartphone

As soon as you have a stylus, you’re dead.” And why was

or iPad let you take your vocab-

it that an input device that goes back thousands of years

Rosetta Stone

ulary, pronunciation, and speak-

was off the table? The biographer explains Jobs’s reason

Rosetta Stone now offers 30

ing exercises with you. Instead

was twofold: “[It was] because it didn’t work perfectly,

languages, including all the Eu-

of the CD-based program, you

and because he had an aversion to stylus devices.” Per-

ropean languages you would

can also choose a monthly sub-

haps there was some lagging regret dating back to the

expect as well as Chinese (Man-

scription accessible from any

failed Apple Newton, but whatever the source of Jobs’s

darin), Dari, Hindi, Pashto, Per-

Internet-connected computer.

bias, he often reminded the team, “‘God gave us ten sty-

sian (Farsi), Urdu, and Viet-

The CD and Version 4 Download

luses,’ he would say, waving his fingers.”

namese. The basic exercises

programs come with a six-

include images that accompany

month, no-risk guarantee.

touch sensitivity built into the tablet screen. Fingers

new vocabulary, native-speaker

Try it free at

worked out nicely as the mouse, pen, pointer, and zoom

audio and a voice-recognition

www.rosettastone.com/demo

control on the slick Gorilla Glass surface. On the other

tablet, and it can’t have a keyboard or a stylus.’”
So the single, essential quality to guide the develop-

Jobs’s vision materialized with an amazingly accurate

hand, good sense prevailed against the keyboard prohibition. With the first iPad, you could type on a grayscale
QWERTY keyboard.
BUT IT’S A TABLET, ISN’T IT?
The iPad began to show up at work in fine leather covers,
hard protective shells, or just
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glass and the bare curved aluminum back. Spreadsheets and
presentation slides were shared on screens around conference tables, and soon the need for a few good note-taking
apps emerged. With it came the desire for a functional stylus. The stylus was an important part because unless you’re
the recording secretary, you probably wouldn’t be inclined
to take notes with the glass keyboard on your screen or the
one embedded in your binder case. And no one wants to see
a junior exec writing with his or her finger at board meetings. So despite Jobs’s best efforts, the iPad began evolving
into a part-time notepad, and companies began to experiment with digital writing implements.
Creating handwriting apps didn’t require as much effort
as designing the pen. The techniques already working in the
successful drawing apps could be pared down and matched
with a notebook system of folders. But there were problems
with the digital stylus—the hardware that Jobs thought

Viet Tran’s Notes Plus

would never “work perfectly.”

something like a scrub pad at the end of the stylus, but it

The stylus for a tablet doesn’t work the same way as the

glides with the smallest effort and is durable. Now the ef-

old plastic-tipped PDA stylus on a pressure-sensitive screen.

fort should be directed toward reducing the size of the

For touch screens like the iPad, a conductive layer in the

tip—it looks like you’re writing with the eraser end of a

screen responds to changes in electrical current from the

pencil—and increasing the size of the stylus barrel to the

static charge from your fingertip—but not from your mitten

normal size of a conventional writing implement, like a

covered/insulated fingers. A stylus then has to be made of

Bic or Pilot ballpoint pen.

conductive material with a barrel and a tip capable of transferring your static to the screen.
The Pogo stylus, one of the earliest iPhone/tablet pens,

There’s a load of handwriting apps—from the very simple

has a conductive foam plastic tip. When you write with it,

to suite-size research, writing, indexing, and storage apps. A

you need to hold the surface to create a line. If you let up,

nice, basic iOS app is Wacom’s Bamboo Notebook. It has

the line breaks. It isn’t a very smooth experience, and it

pen, marker, and eraser input and output to e-mail, Face-

doesn’t help that the stylus body feels about as thick as a

book, Twitter, Evernote, or print. You can choose from sev-

drink stirrer. By comparison, the ballpoint pen rolls an oil

eral paper types as backgrounds to create multiple note-

and ink mix over a metal ball, creating an even line that

books, and it’s free.

glides on most papers. To catch up to what we’re all used to,

My favorite handwriting app for iOS is Viet Tran’s Notes

the digital stylus needs to simulate an uninterrupted flow

Plus at $7.99. You can write, type, annotate PDFs, import

that also requires very little pressure. The Pogo foam tip

photos, cut and paste Web content from a built-in Web

bends, leans, and drags as you write.

browser, and draw accurate shapes. Each function has its

Next came the hollow half-sphere of the rubber-tipped

own menu of choices. The way to avoid marks left by your

stylus. The rubber tip conducts the electrical charge effi-

wrist is by sliding up the wrist shield from the bottom of the

ciently, but the trouble with most of these styluses is that the

page. And the handwriting is much more comfortable with

tip compresses with pressure, and the loops and turns of

a close-up box that lets you write larger than the writing

cursive writing tend to catch and drag on the glass surface.

recorded on the page. Managing notebooks is easy, there’s a

One of the best of these styluses, the Wacom Bamboo, is

voice recording function, and add-on handwriting recogni-

good but not perfect if you don’t have a light and consis-

tion is only $1.99.

tently even touch.
The newest material is the best so far because it won’t
drag, even with pressure. Made of microfiber, it looks
60
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Get a microfiber stylus, and try the Bamboo Notebook.
Then take a close look at Notes Plus. It sure beats typing on
glass. SF

